1 Plasticity and evolution are two processes enabling individuals to respond to environmental 2 change, but how both are related and impact each other is still controversial. We studied plastic 3 and evolutionary responses in gene expression of Tribolium castaneum after exposure to new 4 environments that differed from ancestral conditions in temperature, humidity or both. Using 5 experimental evolution with ten replicated lines per condition, we were able to demonstrate 6 adaptation after 20 generations. We measured gene expression in each condition in adapted 7 selection lines and control lines to infer evolutionary and plastic changes. We found more 8 evidence for changes in mean expression (shift in the intercept of reaction norms) in adapted 9 lines than for changes in plasticity (shifts in slopes). Plasticity was mainly preserved and was 10 responsible for a large part of the phenotypic divergence in expression between ancestral and 11 new conditions. However, we found that genes with the largest evolutionary changes in 12 expression also evolved reduced plasticity and often showed expression levels closer to the 13 ancestral stage. Results obtained in the three different conditions were similar suggesting that 14 restoration of ancestral expression levels during adaptation is a general evolutionary pattern. We 15 increased the sample size in the most stressful condition and were then able to detect a positive 16 correlation between proportion of genes with reversion of the ancestral plastic response and 17 mean fitness per selection line. 18 19 20 Introduction 21 Whenever facing environmental change, populations can adapt to new phenotypic optima by 22 plasticity and evolution. Plasticity is the ability of a single genotype to produce multiple 23 phenotypes as a function of the environment. It is often seen as an immediate response of 24 individuals to changes in their environment. In contrast, evolution requires a change in allele 25 3
in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C to use them for gene expression measurements. 9 g 150 medium was added to the mating tube. After four weeks (in CT and H) Gene expression analysis was done in R (R Core Team, 2017) . We used the R package edgeR 197 (Robinson, McCarthy, & Smyth, 2010) for normalizing (method: TMM) expression data to cpm samples). For subsequent differential expression analysis we used the R package limma (Law, 200 Chen, Shi, & Smyth, 2014; Ritchie et al., 2015) . From the differential expression analysis, we 201 obtained the number of differentially expressed genes (DE genes) within lines between 202 conditions (plastic changes, see Figure 1 ) or between lines of different origins (CT vs. selection) 203 within conditions (evolutionary changes, see Figure 1 ). The total phenotypic divergence in gene 204 expression between CT and treatments (i.e. total change TC) is the differential expression (log2-205 fold change) between CT-lines in CT and selection lines in the treatments (Figure 1 and 2) . The 206 ancestral plasticity (PC CT ) is the differential expression of CT-lines between CT and treatment 207 conditions, while the evolved plasticity (PC Sel ) is the same difference measured in selection lines.
208
The evolutionary changes are EC T when measured as differential expression between CT and 209 selection lines in the treatments and EC CT when measured in CT ( Figure 2 ). Finally, differences 210 between plastic responses of CT-and selection lines (the interaction between treatment and 211 selection regime) give the evolutionary change in plasticity. To partition TC into changes 212 explained by ancestral plasticity (PC CT ) and evolutionary changes (EC T , see Figure 2 and 3), we 213 calculated the relative contribution of each component to the total. We obtained the log2-fold 214 changes of each transcript to evaluate and compare the magnitude of the plastic and 215 evolutionary changes. We accounted for non-independence among individuals from the same 216 line by using the duplicateCorrelation function (Smyth et al. 2005 ) and added sequencing runs as 217 batch effect. A gene is classified as differentially expressed (DE) with a FDR ≤ 5% after adjusting 218 for multiple testing (Benjamini and Hochberg 1995) .
219
In a second step, we used the normalized read counts (cpm, TMM-normalized) corrected for 220 batch effects (sequencing runs) using the removeBatchEffect function in the limma R package 221 (Ritchie et al., 2015) . These counts were used to quantify original levels Lo, plastic levels Lp and 222 adapted levels La of selection lines. This allowed us to conduct an analysis for each selection
250
Comparing plastic and evolutionary responses 251 To infer the relationship between ancestral plasticity and evolution we compared the direction 252 of PC CT to the direction of EC T . Evolution may reinforce the plastic response when PC CT is in the 253 same direction as EC T ( Figure 2B ). If EC T is in opposite direction, it reverses PC CT (Figure 2A ). To 254 test which of these patterns was more prevalent, we followed Ho and Zhang 2018 (Ho & Zhang, 
260
An alternative classification is to assess whether PC CT brings expression levels closer to La. In this 261 case, the total change TC would be larger than EC T ( Figure 2C ). Such a pattern can occur even if 262 PC CT and EC T are in opposite directions and classified as reversion ( Figure 2C ). To confirm that 263 our results were not sensitive to the applied cutoff (20% Lo), we repeated the analysis with a 264 cutoff of 50% Lo and without any cutoff (Supporting information, Figure S1 .3 A-H). Recently, it 265 was pointed out (Mallard et al. 2018; Ho and Zhang 2019) that an excess of reversions relative to 266 reinforcements is expected to be observed due to a statistical artefact that cannot be completely 267 removed by permutation tests. We therefore applied an additional parametric bootstrapping 268 test as proposed by Ho and Zhang (Ho and Zhang 2019), to compare proportion of reversions 269 and reinforcements (Supporting information, Figure S1 .3 J-L).
270
To better understand the relationship between the within-line proportions of reversed genes 271 and proportions of genes with La closer to Lo with adaptation, we calculated the Spearman 272 correlation between the proportions of reversed expression changes (or La closer to Lo 273 respectively) and mean offspring number in seven selection lines in HD. We focused on HD because it was the most extreme environment with the strongest decline in offspring number.
275
To test for significance, we used permutations: Mean offspring numbers were randomly assigned 276 to lines and correlation was calculated again. Proportion of permutations with a correlation 277 coefficient exceeding the observed value gave the respective P-value.
Results

280
Fitness assay showed evolutionary adaptation
281
We found that selection lines had a higher offspring number in their native condition compared 282 to CT-lines (Dry: F 1,14 = 10.04, P=0.007; Hot: F 1,16 = 4.78, p=0.044; Hot-Dry: F 1,16 = 23.85, p=1.660E-283 04), confirming that adaptation had occurred ( Figure 4) . In contrast to treatment conditions, 284 there was no difference in offspring number between CT-and selection lines under CT conditions 285 68.29]; 70.25], 71 .06], HD-286 lines: 65.56 [62.17, 68 .94]) (Figure4). Using three additional mixed models, we compared how 287 lines from different selection regimes responded to treatments. We found significant negative 288 effects for all stress treatments (D: F 1,14 = 222.10, p = 5.21E-10; H: F 1,16 = 615.10, p = 3.37E-14; HD: 289 F 1,16 = 714.39, p = 8.664e-15) (Figure4). Interaction between selection and treatments, i.e.
290
whether the response to the treatment was different dependent on selection regime, was 291 significant for HD-lines (F 1,16 = 12.12, p=0.003051) and for D (F 1,14 = 13.22, p= 0.002682), but not 292 for H (F 1,16 = 0.6879, p= 0.42). Interaction between selection regime, treatment and line type 293 (normal/mixed) was not significant in any treatment indicating that mixing lines did not have an 294 effect on adaptation.
296
Evolution of gene expression 297
We found many more genes with expression divergence relative to Control (TC) than genes with 298 evolved changes in the treatments (EC T ) or in control conditions (EC CT ) ( Table 2) . Increased 299 temperature caused expression divergence in a larger number of genes than reduced humidity 300 (Table 2) . Most DE genes with significant TC also had significant ancestral plasticity PC CT (Dry: 301 33.9%; Hot: 72.9%, Hot-Dry: 82.2%), but only a minority showed significant evolutionary change 302 EC T (Dry: 4.9%; Hot: 1.1%; Hot-Dry: 1.0%, see also Figure S1 .1). About half of the DE genes with these cases, EC T was negative and reduced TC ( Figure 5 ).
308
Evolution of reaction norms 309
We were then interested to examine whether EC T were due to a change in mean expression 310 (shift in the intercept of reaction norms) or to a change in plasticity (different slopes of reaction 311 norms, see Figure 3 ). First, we found a significant correlation between EC CT and EC T , in all three 312 treatments (permutation tests: p < 0.0001) (Table 4, Figure 5 ). This indicates that for a majority 313 of genes, evolution in the past 20 generations affected their mean expression levels by shifting 314 the intercept of reaction norms (see Figure 7A ). Second, we also found a highly positive 315 correlation ( Figure 7A ) between PC CT and PC Sel (Figure 3 ), indicating that plasticity was mainly 316 preserved during adaptation to new conditions. A permutation test showed that this correlation 317 was not significantly different from correlations obtained from permuted datasets (Table 2) ,
318
where samples were randomly assigned to selection regimes, suggesting that the treatments did 319 not have specific effects on plasticity. When we quantified the relative contributions of changes 320 in the mean versus changes in plasticity to EC T , we found that evolution of the intercept 321 explained more evolutionary divergence than evolution of the slope of reaction norms, especially 322 in Dry ( Figure 6 ).
323
Evolution of plasticity in DE genes
324
We found only five genes with significantly evolved plasticity in the DE analysis, after correcting 325 for multiple testing. Although plasticity seemed to be preserved overall, we found evidence that selection lines compared to plastic genes in CT-lines (Table 2) , although the difference was only 328 significant in HD (Table 3 ). It further showed that ancestral plasticity PC CT was larger than evolved 329 plasticity PC Sel , in D and HD (Table 3) 
343
Maladaptive plastic changes may be reverted by evolutionary changes when the plastic response 344 overshoots the optimum expression level in a new environment. Among the genes with 345 significant EC T in the DE analysis, we found that PC CT was generally in opposite direction ( Figure   346 8). Enrichment tests revealed that genes with positive EC T in the DE analysis were 347 overrepresented among genes with negative PC CT in H and HD (Fisher's exact test D: P = 0.076; H: 348 P = 0.002; HD: P = 9.26e-06), and genes with negative EC T were overrepresented among genes 349 with positive PC CT , in H and in HD as well (Fisher's exact test D: P = 0.073; H: P = 0.021; HD: P = 350 0.049)( Figure 6 ). In almost all genes that showed significant EC T and PC CT , the responses were in opposite direction (Dry: 2 out of 2 genes; Hot: 12 out of 13; Hot-Dry: 33 out of 34). We also 352 found a negative correlation between PC CT and EC T in H and HD, but not in D (Supporting 353 information, Figure S1 .2).
354
When we considered mean expression levels per line with (PC CT > 20% Lo and EC T > 20% Lo) we 355 obtained similar results as in the DE analysis. Reinforcements were present but less frequent 356 than reversions in all treatments (proportions of plastic responses with reversion/reinforcement: 357 Dry: 48.5 ± 1.0% / 34.3 ± 0.8 %, P < 2.2e-16 (binomial test); Hot: 44.6 ± 0.9% / 28.8 ± 1.2%, P < 358 2.2e-16; Hot-Dry: P < 2.2e-16; Figure 10A ). Different cutoff values did not influence these 359 outcomes ( Figure S1 .3). Parametric bootstrapping as an additional test (Ho & Zhang, 2019) ,
360
confirmed our results (Supporting information, Figure S1 .3). We also found that a substantial 361 proportion of plastic genes (PC CT > 20% Lo) had La closer to Lo than to Lp (Dry: 45.4 ± 1.1%; Hot: 362 41.2 ± 1.2%; Hot-Dry: 40.7 ± 2.5 %)( Figure 10B ). EC T (EC CT > 20% Lo) genes showed a higher 
366
In case of genetic assimilation, i.e. loss of plasticity in selection line and continuous expression of 367 the induced phenotype, evolutionary differences would not be visible in treatment condition.
368
We calculated the mean expression levels of selection lines in Control and defined genes as
369
showing assimilation if they met three criteria: no PC Sel (absolute difference between selection 370 lines in CT and in treatment < 20% Lo), PC CT > 20% Lo, and Lp ~La (absolute difference < 20% La).
371
The proportion of PC CT genes showing genetic assimilation was small in all conditions (Dry: 13.5
To gain a better understanding of the adaptive value of the changes of expression levels in the 376 evolved lines, we tested for an association between within-line proportion of reversed or 377 reinforced plastic responses and the average fitness of the lines in the HD treatment. We found 378 that lines with a higher proportion of reversions had a higher average offspring number 379 (correlation: 0.82, P = 0.012, Figure 11 ) and we found a negative but non-significant correlation 380 between fitness and reinforcements (correlation: -0.43, P = 0.85). When we tested for an 381 association between fitness and proportion of genes with La closer to Lo, we also found a 382 positive correlation (correlation: 0.86, P = 0.006). Overall, better adapted lines (higher fitness in 383 HD) showed a higher proportion of reversed ancestral plasticity and were more similar to the 384 original expression levels of CT-lines in CT. Performing the analysis with gene expression data in 385 H and D provided similar correlations, although not significant because of lower sample sizes 386 (Supporting information, Table S2 .2).
388
Discussion 389
We studied plastic and evolved responses in gene expression of T. castaneum in response to 390 three new environmental conditions (Dry, Hot, Hot-Dry). After 20 generation of experimental 391 evolution, we were able to detect adaptation and found significant evolutionary changes in 392 expression levels. Comparing these changes with ancestral plastic responses to the conditions 393 showed that a reversion of plasticity was the more frequent (ca. 60 % of all genes; genes with 394 significant plastic changes in DE analysis: >95%). Number of genes where ancestral plasticity was 395 reinforced by evolution was smaller (ca. 40%; DE analysis: <5%) and only a small proportion of 396 genes (8-10% of plastic genes) showed expression patterns consistent with genetic assimilation.
397
Of the genes with evolutionary differences in treatment conditions, a high proportion (ca. 40%) 398 showed expression levels closer to the ancestral than to the plastic stage suggesting that 399 plasticity was maladaptive. Although plasticity showed a high degree of preservation in terms of responding genes and direction of response, we found evidence that selection lines evolved a 401 reduced plasticity and thus partly compensated the maladaptive ancestral response. We were 402 further able to show an association between the proportion of reversed plastic responses and 403 adaptation (mean fitness per line) in the most stressful treatment Hot-Dry. , 2015) . Rhagoletis flies shifting to a new host fruits showed evolutionary 419 responses opposite to plasticity of non-adapted species (Ragland et al., 2015) . Experimental 420 evolution studies found countergradient evolution in Drosophila adapting to different diets 421 (Huang & Agrawal, 2016; Yampolsky et al., 2012) . A comparative study (Ho & Zhang, 2018) 422 analyzing data of multiple experimental evolutions suggested that reversions of gene expression 423 changes might be a general pattern during adaptation.
Our study fits to these previous observations. We found a higher proportion of reversions in all 425 conditions indicating mostly maladaptive plasticity. An alternative explanation for the prevalence 426 of reversions without plastic responses being necessarily maladaptive would be that CT-lines 427 exhibited a response in the right direction, but overshot an optimum expression level ( Figure 2C ).
428
Fine-tuning during long-term adaptation could then lead to a partial reversion of the plastic 429 response. We took this possibility into account by not only focusing on a reversion of plasticity, 430 but also testing whether La was closer to Lp or to Lo (see Figure 2C ). We found that adapted lines 431 showed a high proportion of expression levels that were closer to their ancestral level Lo. This 432 confirms that many plastic responses moved phenotypes further away from the new optimum 433 and evolution compensated for these detrimental changes. This pattern might even become 434 more pronounced after some additional generations, given that our selection lines still show 435 incomplete adaptations, i.e. strong reduction in offspring number compared to control levels. In 436 addition we were also able to show a direct association between proportion of reversions and 437 adaptation.
439
Evolution of reaction norms 440
The ancestral maladaptive plasticity can be compensated by shifts in the intercept or changes in 441 the slope of reaction norms. Both are not mutually exclusive and can occur together in the same 442 trait. We were aiming to quantify their relative importance for evolutionary responses in 443 transcriptomes.
445
Gene expression studies so far provided mixed results regarding the evolution of plasticity.
446
Drosophila populations adapted to different temperatures showed local adaptation, but there 
468
In accordance with these previous findings we found that changes in the mean contributed more 469 to the observed differences than changes in plasticity. A possible reason might be that genetic 470 variation in mean expression was higher than genetic variation in plasticity. In addition, we did 471 not select for changes in plasticity directly since the conditions in the treatments were constant.
Although we did not directly test for such correlations, we found evidence for evolution of 475 plasticity in DE genes that is in genes with largest changes in expression level between CT and 476 treatment conditions. Although plastic responses showed a high degree of preservation, we 477 found evidence for evolutionary changes in the magnitude of plastic responses. 
508
Interestingly, we found no differences in fitness between lines from different selection regimes 509 under CT conditions (Figure 4 ). We could detect some genes with different expression levels in 510 the treatments and found in general a correlated EC CT , but this did not affect offspring number. It 511 indicates a lack of fitness trade-offs, where alleles providing a fitness advantage in one 512 environment are detrimental in another. Together with the observation that selection lines 513 evolve to bring expression closer to ancestral CT-levels, it suggests that for most genes the 514 optimal expression level is not different between conditions.
516
Potential caveats 517
The number of genes with significant PC CT in the DE analysis was much higher compared to genes 518 showing EC T . One possible explanation would be that adaptive plasticity prevented evolution. If 519 the plastic responses matched the optimum, no genetic changes in the selection lines are 520 expected to occur. However, when we analysed each line separately and considered a gene as 521 evolved if the mean difference between La and Lp was more than 20% of the Lo, we found
In the DE analysis in limma we did not analyse each line separately but treated them as biological 524 replicates. Comparisons between conditions, i.e. plastic changes, can be made within lines. They 525 should thus be more precise and statistical power should be higher than comparisons between 526 selection regimes, i.e. evolved changes, that have to be made between lines. Differences 527 between lines from the same selection regime lower the ability to obtain significant evolutionary 528 changes. These differences can arise from genetic drift. Since our population size was relatively 529 small (120 individuals per line) this might have been an important factor. Another explanation is 530 that lines from the same selection regime differed how exactly they improved their fitness in the 531 respective treatment. Since fitness is a highly polygenic trait, the responsible genes contributing 532 to an increase may not be the same. For the most extreme treatment HD, where we sequenced 533 seven lines, we further found considerable differences in fitness between the lines, suggesting 534 that not all of them were at the same stage of adaptation. It is therefore not surprising that 535 expression levels did not evolve in the same way.
536
We used two different approaches, a classical DE analysis treating lines as replicates and 537 analysing lines separately using mean expression level of samples. The DE analysis resulted in a 538 much smaller number of genes with evolved changes. Since it requires that a gene shows similar 539 changes in all replicate lines, it is more conservative. If the main interest of a study is to identify 540 promising candidate genes for future more detailed analyses it is the appropriate approach to 541 keep FDR as low as possible. In contrast, if the focus is more on general patterns, a less stringent 542 analysis using mean expression levels can give us a more complete picture. The number of 543 evolved genes was much higher using this approach. Many of the observed differences between 544 selection lines and Control-lines might be caused by drift and are therefore not significant in the reinforcement (B) ). However, even if PC and EC are opposite to each other, PC can bring expression levels 598 closer to levels of the adapted lines. In this case, the total change TC, (difference between expression levels of control 599 lines in control conditions and selection lines in treatment) is larger than EC (C). 678 Table 3 : P-values obtained from permutation tests (10,000 permutations). Samples were randomly assigned to either 679 control or treatment selection and differential expression analyses were repeated. Significance was assessed by 
